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Some of the campaign reporting was highly distorted and un-
fair. But George was hardened to such tactics. Three years be-
fore he had written Josephine Shaw Lowell, who had been
worrying about twisted statements attributed to him, "I expect
to be misrepresented and misunderstood by very many and
care nothing for it except in the case of those I esteem. It is
useless to try to get correction. I can only trust that there are
some people who know I am neither a crank nor an idiot."17
Apparently many editors who had been misrepresenting him
quite agreed with James Gordon Bennett, who wrote in a letter
to Poultney Bigelow, "In my humble opinion Henry George is
a liumbug* and a 'busybody	If the Herald does anything it
will be either to ignore Mr. George and all his nonsense, or if
he should happen by chance to become dangerous, pitch into
him roundly/*1S
During the mayoralty campaign George apparently was con-
sidered "dangerous/' for "pitch into him" the New York papers
did. In a note to Mrs. Lowell, George said, "I think of you
every night as I read the lies of the Evening Post and have
been wondering how much you believed. The best reports will
probably be in The Leader, the newspaper started today."19
This little daily was a singular venture in journalism. Edited
by Post, it was launched in an attempt to give the George cause
honest reporting. The editorial and reportorial work was con-
tributed without pay by many of the copy editors and reporters
on the larger dailies who would repair to The Leaders office
after their regular stints and work long hours in George's be-
half. The paper was self-supporting and jumped quickly to a
circulation of thirty-five thousand.
Since George could not draw Hewitt to the platform for
joint debate he had to be content with dozens of speeches, in
personal appeals to voters of all degrees. He spoke from trucks
on docks, in factory yards, and at street comers in a "tail-board
campaign/* It was one of the fiercest mayoralty contests in
New York's history. George was called not only "demagogue"
and "revolutionist" and an "enemy of civilization and the social
order"20 but also was accused of attacking the sacred rights
of property and of preaching anarchy and destruction.
He took all of this in stride, and a year later he could write:
"Falsehood and abuse are ever the weapons employed against
truth, and the man who attempts to do battle against a great

